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The two aesthetics that have 1 ong stood opposed 
to each other, the one that recommends a 
complete rejection of the real life and the one 
that claims to reject anything that is not real 
lHe, end up, however, by coming to agreement far 
from re a 11 t y, i n a s i n g 1 e 1 i e and 1 n the 
suppression of art... Must we conclude that this 
lie is the very essence of art? I shall sey 
instead that the attitudes I have been describing 
are lies only insofar as they have 11ttle relation 
to a rt. What then, i s a rt? Noth i n g si mp 1 e, that 
1s certain. And it is even harder to find out amid 
the shouts of so many people bent on s1mp11fying 
everything. 

Albert Camus 1 

"What then, is art?" Th1s question Camus so eloquently addressed in 

a 1 ecture given at the Un1 vers1 ty of Uppsa 1 a 1 n December 1957, underl 1 nes 

almost all intellectual .. ph11osoph1cal .. and creative 1nvolvement found in 

and around art today. All artists .. art historians .. aestheticians .. as well as 

various departments w1thin universities .. museums .. galleries, and 

pub 1 i shers, in one way or another .. at tempt to address this comp 1 ex and 

somet1mes paradoxical question. This inquiry .. often vacillating back and 

forth, just in and out of reach, naggingly begs resolut1on. If not on a major 

scale, llke an art historian or an phllosopher .. who takes years developing 

workable historical or philosophical theories .. then on a personal level,. 

like a pa1nter or composer who tries to establish a cr1t1cal 1anguage as a 

guide to evaluate the worth of individual works. An incurable need for 

clarity and definltion surrounds art .. establlsh1ng a presence that equals 

that of the creat1ve act or art itself. But w1th1n the modern context other 

1 ssues concerning art demand at tent 1 on. One such 1 ssue centers around the 
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relationship between visual art and contemporary American culture; why 
does art play such a minor role 1n society today. 

In any art museum w1th areas devoted to 20th century painting or 
sculpture, on any given day, out of all the people walking around, at least 
one person m1ght utter something derogatory about the work exhibited. 
Out of all the visitors only a small percentage are openly hostile. But the 
majority of visitors in a museum or galley end up engaged in a less than 
positive experience. In the presence of Contemporary visual art most 
Americans feel uncomfortable. They flnd great difficult!J in seeing modern 
art as good and appropriate, difficulty over discerning a truly wonderful 
work of art from just another cheap American hustle. When it comes to 
visual art most Americans feel stupid, a feeling caused by a combination 
of unfamiliarity and a lack of understanding in respect to contemporary 
art. Common be11ef centers around the idea that with a little art 
education or extra contact with art, then Americans might feel less 
intimidated and more appreciative of art. But this a11enation extends far 
deeper than a lack of knowledge or involvement. Americans feel 
unconnected to the v1sual arts, even less connection to contemporary 
work, such as paintings by deKooning, Rothko, Kief er, or Davis. They lack 
any form of an authentic relationship wHh art. Contemporary visual art, 
in American culture commands sparse attention, holds little meaning and 
less interest for the majority of Americans. 

Originally art and society existed together harmoniously 
interwoven. Theories surrounding prehistoric animal-drawings, found on 
the wa 11 s of caves, suggest an important re 1 at i onshi p bet ween the art and 
the people of that time. For example, during the Paleolithic En~, dating 
back 25,000 years, pictures of animals were painted on the walls of caves 
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in the Moravian Gate: "a pass between the valleys of the Moravia and the 

Oder Rivers, connecting the steppes of Hungary with the Northern European 

Plain."2 Other animal-drawings were painted in caves of "the llmestone-

walled valley of the Vezere in south-western France."3 I. W. Cornwell .. 1n 

hls book The iJ1arld at Ancient tl8n discusses cave drawings. Cornwell says 

that wlthin these two valleys the "fauna" found in cave deposits "was rich 

and numerous."4 For the cultures of those two valleys pursuing the 

animals that sustained them, their source of food .. shelter, and clothing 

that ensured survival, required a minimal amount of effort. They situated 

their settlements on the route the herds took during seasonal migrations.5 

Cornwell also states that "unlike most peoples of which we know at the 

hunting states of culture, they had leisure from the mere business of 

getting a living to enjoy some speculation about their world and the 

animals which shared it:·6 

Cornwell continues with the idea that since the animal-drawings 

were found in the depths of the caves and the people 11ved outside, by the 

cave's entrance then the animal images were not "merely decorative." It 

seems that the act of representation was 1 mportant because "the cave 

walls are often a veritable palimpsest of engraved Hnes and paint.''7 The 

drawings seem inconsequential in itself .. because other imeges .. drawn 

leter, covered some of the previous ones. "With few exceptions .. the 

general purpose of the drawings seems to have been to ensure success in 

hunting."8 For the prehistoric people of the Mor1vian Gate and the Vezere 

Valley art played a ritualistic role in their everyday lives. Art was a vital 

element of these two cultures, including everyone in a ritual recreating 

the 11 f e sustaining act of hunt 1 ng. These preh1 stori c cultures did not 

perceive art as objects, separated from soc1 ety, but as 1i f e susta1 n1 ng 



actions, as vital to existence as the actual hunt itself. When a hunter 

stood on the Moravian Pass and looked at the sun, he did not see a reactor, 

powered by nuclear fus1on, occurring some 63 .. 000,000 m11es away, withe 

diameter of 13.92 x 1 o2km and a mass of 2 x 1 o33gm, he saw warmth and 

light. He saw art in a similar way, not as line, shape, form, color, or 

creativity, but as a ritual conflrm1ng the relationship between man and 

animal; an activity just as important .. just as crucial for survival as the 

sun itself. 

For a 11ttle under 23,000 years the strong relationship between 

culture and art remained f air1y consistent. Around 500 B.C ... out of the 

myths and 1 egends of ancient Greece a new picture of the world arose 

called philosophy. Robert Persig speaks of this in his book2en Bnd the Art 

of /'lot orcycle l'/Bint enance: 

Early Greek philosophy represented the first 
conscious search for what was 1 mper1 sh ab 1 e 1 n 
the affairs of of men. Up to then what was 
imperishable was within the domain of the Gods, 
the myths. But now, as a result of the growing 
imp art i a 1 i ty of the Greeks to the world around 
them .. there was increasing power of the 
abstraction which permitted them to regard the 
old Greek mythos not as revealed truth but as 
imaginative creations of art.9 

The begi nn1 ng 1 nterest 1 n ph11 osophy transformed Greek ci v111zat1 on and 

with th1s, the relatlonsh1D between culture and art also changed. 

An .. Immortal Principal" was created, growing out of anc1ent Greek 

myth. Truth became supreme, "the One, truth, God ... (separated) from 

appearance and from opinion." For the first time "the Good (art) and the 

True (science) were not necessar11y the same." 1 O Socrates, a powerful 
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spokesman for a group of "thinkers" called Cosomolig1sts1 supported this 
Immortal Principal. In Plato's Repllblic.. Book A~ Socrates .. crltiques art 
for be1ng a "mere 1mitation," where the emphasis stressed a "knowledge of 
reality ... Socrates believed that1 "The quest1on of art is what role it can 
have relative to an ideal governed by reason." 11 At this point Greek 
culture changed. Perception shifted from a meaningful view considering 
human interaction with the world, subjective in nature, to an objective 
view that separated man from nature. Greek culture stopped looking for a 
qualitative interpretation of existence. Instead, they looked for 
explanation from an objective perspective .. quantitative in nature .. ordered .. 
logical, systematic, and above all "truthful." Art ceased to represent an 
act symbo 1 i zing connection bet ween human beings and the world 
surrounding them; art became a beautiful object .. an ideal. 

The term aesthetic became fl xed in the second ha 1 f of the 18th 
century, originally "pertaining to the realm of the senses," it now dealt 
with "art and beauty." 12 For Kant "the aesthetic dimension (art) is the 
medium in which the senses and the intellect meet." 13 In the Aristotelian 
tradition, Kant divided the mental facilities into three parts: intellect, 
i magi nation, and sensuousness. 14 The key f aci 1 i ty, i magi nation 
(judgment) mediates between the other two, intellect and sensuousness. 
Within this context art plays a crucial role 1n the organization and 
operation of society, unifying both reason and f eeHng. Since society is an 
extension or projection of the human mind, then art should play a crucial 
role in the organization and operation of society. The extension of Kant's 
model of the mental facilities (the human mind) illustrates art's position 
relative to civillzation. 
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INTELLECT IMAGINATION SENSUOUSNESS 

TRUTH JUDGMENT GOOD 
REASON INTERPRET AT I ON FEELING 
TECHNOLOGY ART CULTURE 
GROUP ART WORLD INDIVIDUAL 

This extension signifies art's relative worth to society. Showing that 

feeling and reason .. connected through art .. are all necessary ingredients of 

a correctly functioning society. Diametrically opposed human creations .. 

like art, technology, and civi llzation are extensions of the mind (physical 

manifestations of activity and perception found in the mind) and these 

need to exist in society, in a structural relat1onsh1p analogous to the 

human thinking/perceiving process. Both reason and feeling are required 

for authentic human existence. If something doesn't possess both an 

intellect and sensuousness, reason and f ee11ng, then can 1t be considered 

"human?" An air conditioner has intellect; it logically responds in a 

reasonable fashion, bu11t to react intellectually to the world around it. 

Once a temperature exceeds a preset level it responds by blowing cold air 

into a room to bring the room temperature back down to the preset 1eve1. 

People react in a similar way when faced w1th heat, th1rst, or hunger. A 

dog has feeling, it also responds to the world .. but in an "felt" manner, 

answering with happiness, fear, hurt, etc., depending on the situation, like 

a human being. Now both air conditioners and dogs are not human; they 

lack a vital combination of intellect and sensuousness. To be human 

requires the abillty to think and feel, both being equally important. Can a 

society be human if it does not exhibit a reasoned structure sensitive to 

f eellng? 
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Imagination plays a key role in connecting intellect and 

sensuousness. Since art is the manifestation of the imagination .. then 1t 

should connect ind1viduals and society. But in rea11ty modern soc1ety is 

not structured along 11nes analogous to Kant's structure of the human mind. 

For the majorlty of human existence art played an integral role in culture 1 

With the development of the "rational mind" (and it's corresponding 

institutions) art stopped interacting with culture. Reason produced a 

different model that influenced society and thought: 

INTELLECT 
TRUTH-REASON 

SOCIETY 
IMAGINATION 

ART 
SENSOUSNESS 

FEELING 

The bellef in the equality of reason and feeling changed. In soc1ety's 

effort to control the violent character of nature emd of emotion the 

inte11ectua1 side of the human mind gained e1evatior1 above the others, 

becoming supreme in the hierarchical structure of thought and 

corresponding social development. The "Truth" and the"Good,," underwent 

a transformation,, a redefining. The "Good .. became virtue and the 'Truth" 

(technology) became virtuous, meaning: "possessing or exhibiting virtue; 

moral; chaste." 15 Reason became the "good" and f eellng became 

something evll, something that required modification, something reason 

must control. Therefore art became secondary to reason. Investigation 

into the nature of existence became the search of what 11fe is instead of 

what 11 f e means, not both. 
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Art lost a connection with society. Now, being subject to reason, 

art stopped functioning as a Qualitative interaction between the mind and 

the world; art becF.lme a "beautiful object." Art became dangerous to the 

one, 'Truth". Art deals with "irrational" m1nd, intuitive response to 

existence and experience. In the sane, systematic, logical structure of 

rational thought art appears insane. The need to understand, the root of 

both art and technology, changed into a need to expla1n, leaving 11ttle 

room for anything like a myth, a poem or a painting. 

Today the combination of reason , art, and feeling is not present in 

contemporary 11f e; all three do not constitute society, reason alone does. 

Art and f eeltng do not relate to reason in the same sense as the 

imagination and sensuousness relates to the intellect. Art and feeling are 

not the chi 1 d and the wt f e to the husband (reason), but rather orphaned 

chl 1 dren to the wife 1 ess man. When a mayor announces at a press 

conference that 1 i of the city's budget will go to the arts, he or she really 

means that the money will buy a few more paintings, add additional wings 

to the art museum, or bring a few more Broadway shows to town. This 

only brings a city artworks, not art. If a mayor truly felt concerned about 

art he or she would try and change the very foundation of thought the 

creates our schools and society; he or she would have to attack the 

domination of reason over feeling (and anythlng else for that matter). 

Perhaps then art might find 1tse1C once again, really present in the life of 

a city and culture. 
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